Service Letter
SL 5

Planning Information

Affected Parts:

Screws Part No. MS 35265-65/ A-1635-70 and Washer Part No. AN 960-10

Affected Propellers:

All Hydraulic Constant Speed Propellers.

Reason:

Replacing of this screws by corrosion resistant screws with higher strength in hydraulic constant speed propellers.

Description:

Components introduced by this Service Letter are incorporated into the MT-Propeller Manuals E-220, E-373, E-519, E-520, E-571 latest Issues.

Affected Publications:

Overhaul Manual E-373, Hydraulic Constant Speed Propeller MTV-2-(), MTV-3-()
Overhaul Manual E-519, Reversible Hydraulically Controlled Variable Pitch Propeller MTV-5-1-,- -9-,-12-,-14-,-16-1-,-25-2-,-27-1-()-R(M)
Overhaul Manual E-520, Reversible Hydraulically Variable Pitch Propeller MTV-25-1-()-R(M)
Overhaul Manual E-571, Hydraulically Controlled Variable Pitch Propeller

Material Information

Screw Part No. MS 35265-65 replaced by Screw NAS 1352C3H12
Screw Part No. A-1635-70 replaced by Screw NAS 1352C3H24
Washer Part No. AN 960-10 replaced by Washers Part No NAS 1149C0363R
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